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SUMMARY 

Recent òtudieÁ have d^cnibed LCideApnead òtna-U.gfiaphic uni.tò 0·¾ iate. P£eátocen€ 

and Holoce.no. age in the weotenn pant o$ the Amazon Ba-bin. The. nzcogvUtion o tf deltaic òzdi 

mentation in the, uppeAi>\06t oi thzòz tuU£& man Rio Bbanco, Brazil, at a modenn elevation 

o{> approximately 500 ,<$eeí, lead* to the concision that thii> ffltm Φ4 situated on the 
edge &4 a laige Amazonian lake that ZKÍòtzd in the recent paòt when Andean tectontim 

caused ac t i ve downuxmping o& the we-òtetn zdge ó$ the Amazon Βαδ-ίη. The nami^ication^ 
thiò "Lago ΑιηαζοηαΛ" hypotheòiò extend into evexy anea 0^ modem Amazcm.tan geology and 

biology. 

INTRODUCTION 

The strata that are exposed in the western Amazon Basin have posed a considerable 

problem for geologists who have attempted to determine their temporal and geographic ex 

tent. The uniformity of sediments and the virtual absence of fossils that can be re

lated to particular strata has led to age assigments of Amazonian strata that necessar_i_ 

ly reflect exasperation and generalization. Because so little has been written of the 

geology of this a r e a , any published geological observation on the strata or fossils has 

pivotal significance on further geological interpretation. As of the present, no fewer 

than seventeen formational names could be applied to strata in the vicinity of Rio Bran

co with age assigments ranging from Cretaceous to Holocene. 

If these names apply to discrete stratigraphic units, one would have to say that 

the depositional history of western Amazonia is indeed complex. It is our opinion that 
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there is substancial duplication in the fonrational names that nave bet.' applied 
to western Amazonia and that the age range suggested by these formations is extreme and 
likely incorrect. Following a nuirfaer of recent papers on the geology of this area, we 
suggest tnat there are only two formations that are exposed over much of the upper 
Amazon Basin. However, rather than merely sr nullifying the previous interpretations of 
depositional history, our studies redirected our thinking toward the i mpl i cat iens of 
thick, extensive, and apparently very young strata. If, as we suggest, thes* sedimenti 
accumulated in a huge lake, tnen not only is the Late Pleistocene antf Holocene geologic 
history of the upper Amazon much different than what ίΐ now accepted, but the cüstri-

ÍJutinn of modern plants and animals, and perhaps humans, reflects the presence of this 

recent topographic feature. 

Discussion of Previous Geological Work 

The strata that are exposed in the vicinity of Rio Br^oco and along the Rio Acre 

in Brazil are referred to as r. heíol imoes format ion in the inost recent and extensive refe

rence to the geology of this area ÍRADAMÊRAS IL, 1976). The S o l i d e s has been described 

as being composed of clay, silt and fipe sand. The clay units are massive to thin, -with 

calcific and gypiiferous concretions and veins, and large-scale cross stratification or 

simply variegated with fine laminations. The sands are Fine to co arse, massive, frequently 

interfinger with silt or clay, poorly to well compacted , have ca 1 careous cement, and may 

contain thin, organic-rich lenses. Cross-bedding can be of small or large amplitude. 

Also a s c r i b e d for this formation n,r*i lin^onitic lenses a/id well-rounded cong 1 omerates. 

This description accurately portrays the surface geology near Rio Branco. From personal 

observations of the authors, it also describes the surface geoIogy i η southeastern P e r u ( 

northern Solivia, and as far north as the Rio Juruã. It undoubtedly is an adequate de

scription of exposed strata as far north ae the type section of the Soli/i^es Formation 

on the Rio Sol inrões (central tributary of the Rio Amazon; Rego, and probabJy north 

of this river as well. This description therefore depicts the surface geology of thíi 

ira jar portion of the western Amazon Basin despite the plethora of na^nes assigned in the 

geological literature. 

Attempts at correlation have been bedeviled by the nature of Amazonian geology. 

Small, usually un foss i I i f e row s exposures that are nearly uniform in lithnlogy and which 

way be separated by hundreds of miles havç been described i ndependen t i y over the last 

century, Ho one researcher Has seen the exposures throughout the Amazon Basin and the 

geological literature illustrates the limits of individual perspectives in so vast an 

enterprise. With the advent of large scale programs such, as RADAMBfiAS I L, the problems 

have been brought into sharper focus although the definitive synthesis of Amazonian g e 

ology is yet in the future. Geological expiorjtion in the western part of the Amazon 

Basin has provided several named formations whose relationships to each other are still 

in doubt (RADAMBRASIL, 1 3 7 7 ) . The most frequently encountered nanes are the supposedly 

temporally equivalent Red Beds of Srngewald ( 1 9 2 7 ) ; the "Puca Formation" of Steimrar 

(1323; Branisa 1968, replaced the name Puca with Ρ i 1 cofnayo and cons i dered this as a strat_i_ 
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graphic group although "Puca" or "Puca-type" continues to be used for Andean red beds 

and their supposed Amazonian equivalents, e.g., Simpson & Paula Couto, 1981); and the 

Cruzeiro Formation of Oppenheim (1937)· These are generally thought to be Cretaceous or 

Early Tertiary. Younger beds have been given a variety of names such as Brown Beds 

(Singewald, 1928), Contamana Group (Kummel , 19^8), and Corrientes Formation (Parra, 197 1*). 

An extreme position yet one that demonstrates the problems of Tert iary Amazonian geology 

was that proposed by Caputo, Rodrigues and Vasconcelos (1971). They proposed that all 

Tertiary formations were in fact only one formation and that one should be called the 

Solimões. In 198*f, Campbell δ Frailey identified two formations in the vicinity of 
Inapari, Peru, and restricted the Inapari Formation of ONERN ( 1977 ) to the uppermost 
stratum (Fig. I). That formational name has now been suppressed in favor of the Madre 
de Dios Formation (Oppenheim, 19^6; Campbell £ Romero Pitmann, in manuscript). On the 
basis of radiocarbon dates, the Madre de Dios Formation (or Inapari Formation, as re
stricted) was thought to Be Holocene in age. Subsequent dates from wood samples taken 
from the lower units of this formation indicate that deposition of Member A of the Madre 
de Dios Formations (=lnapari Formation) began approximately 35,000 years ago (modified 
to 36 , 500 years B.P. in Campbell £ Romero Pittman, in manuscript). In Campbel1 £ Frailey 
(198V) and elsewhere (Campbell et al., 1985; Frailey, 1986) , the underlying stratum was 
not referred to a named formation and identified only as the "Tertiary red beds". Verte 
brate fossils found in the Tertiary red beds date this format ion to the Huayquerian (Late 
Miocene) South American Land Mammal Age (Frailey, 1986). Clearly, two formations are 
exposed along the rivers of the upper Amazon Basin, but reference to previously named 
formations is not easy. In this context, the Solimões Formation in the vicinity of the 

Rio Acre is either the same as the Madre de Dios Formation (Inapari Formation, as re

stricted), the same as the "Tertiary red beds", or equivalent to both In our under

standing of RADAMBRASIL (1976), and in νiew of the ini t ial d if f icu 1 ty iη separating these 
two units along the Rio Acre (a difficulty that was only clearly surmounted when mam
malian fossils of very different ages were found in the u n i t s ) , we suspect that the So
limões Formation as now defined in the State of Acre encompasses both units along the 

Alto Rio Acre. 

The Madre de Dios Formations (= Inapari Formation) is divisible into four members 

(Campbell 6 Frailey, 1984). The lowest member is a narrow, dark, often indurated, clay-

pebble conglomerate that was designated the Acre Conglomerate Member (Campbell et a l . , 

1985) . The upper three members are primarity thick units (5-20 m) of variegated clay or 

sandy clay and occasional paleochannels. Only the lowest of these three (Member A of 

Campbell & Frailey, 1984) displays great variation in sediment type and is apparently a 

complex series of channel deposits with cross-bedded sandstones and lenses of mature 

sands, variegated clay, and lignitic clay. This complex lensing sequence occasionally 

is replaced laterally by a variegated, blocky clay like that s e e n i η the upper two units. 
The enviroments of deposition for the three upper units appear to be floodplain for the 
most part with perhaps deltaic deposition for part of Member A. 

Published information about the Rio Juruá (Paula Couto, 1978; Simpson and Paula 



Couto, I98 I ) and field inspection by one us (AR) indicates that the Acre Conglomerate 
Member of the Madre de Dios Formation (= Inapari Formation) is present along the Rio Ju 
ruá a s welf. A recent publication identified the three clay members of the M a d r e d e D i o s 
Formations (= Inapari Formation) along the Rio Beni (Campbel1, Fra i ley & Arel1 ano , 1985). 

Subsequent fieldwork in 1985 and 1986 located all the members of the Madre de Dios For-
Tiat ion (= Inapari Formation) and the 'Tertiary red beds" along the Rio Madre de Dios 
from Riberalta, Bolivia, to the border of Peru (C.D.F., A.R., and described in Campbell 
& Romero Pittmann, in manuscript). Older publications have described conglomeratic 
lenses overlain by horizontal clay units throughout the upper Amazon(Brown , 1879a ;1879b ; 

Kurnmel , 1948; Rüegg & Rosenzwelg, 1949; Mousinho de Meis, 1 9 7 ' ) · I η one publ i cat ion (De 
nevan, I98O) , a photograph taken in 1910 shows what appears to be the contact between 
Members Β and C of the Madre de Dios (= Inapari Formation) along the Rio Heath. These 
publications indicate that the stratigraphy o f the Rio Acre as described by Campbell & 
Frailey (1984) extends throughout the region. 

Upper Rio Acre L o w e r Rio Acre 

Fig. 1. A comparison between generalized geologic sections in the State of Acre, Bra?il. 
Interpretations of the depositional environments for each unit are indicated. 
A. Along the Rio Acre, west of Assis Brasil (redrawn from Campbell and Frai
ley, 1984). B. Near the city of Rio Branco. Lithologic descriptions of the 
units are provided in the text. In Figure A, the lowest member of the Inapa
ri /Solimões Formation is the Acre Conglomerate. 



Geology of the Rio Branco Area 
Along the Rio Acre at Rio Branco, approximate 1 ν I &Q mi I es f rom the sect ion descr ibed 

by Campbell S Frailey (198^), the horizontal "Tertiary red beds" and the four members of 
the Madre de Dios Formation (= Inapari Formation) can be seen along the Rio Acre in 
sediments that are referred to as the Solimões Formation in current geologic literature 

(RADAMBRAS I L, I97&; Fig. I). The question then bec.orr.es: Wh i ch of the two names i s correct ? 

The question is ir.ore difficult than simple geographic extens ion of one of these formations 

in that yet another name that has been app 1 i ed to some parl of th i s υπ i t may be the proper 
reference. Until someone can visit all the applicable type sections, determine the ex
tent of the formations, and unravel the plethora of formational names, the matter is not 
likely to be resolved. For the moment, the question is necessarily left open. In this 
paper, the formation is identified as a combination of the two narr.es, the Madre de Dios/ 
Sol inoes Formation. One of these is probably the correct name for the sediments in the 
vicinity of Rio Dranco. If these two forrrational names prove to refer to a continuous 
stratum, then the name "Sol imoes" (Rego, 1930) would take precedence. If it can be de
termined that the Solimoes Formation does not extend to the Rio Acre, then the sediments 
are referable to the Madre de Dios Formation. 

fhe upper part of the Madre de Dios/SoIimoes sequence, Members Α, β, and C, are 
visible in roadcuts and along small streams south of Rio Branco and north to the Rio 
Puru's (Figs. 1 - 1 * ) . Members A and Β are variegated clays throughout the area. Member A 
is light grey to green in color with nodular iron concretions and calcareous stringers. 
Member Β is a red and green s i 1 ty clay. On an exposed surface, both members weather into 
a blocky texture that is light red in color. 

Member C is the uppermost stratum of the Madre de Dios/Sol i<n5e-s Formation and can 
be seen only on the crests of the low hills near Rio Branco. Member C is a complex siratum 
in which the lithology changes almost with each hilltop (Fig. 3,withourinterpretations 
of depositional environment). In places, this unit is composed of fine sand and silt 
that is over lain by a thin clay unit with burrows or mud cracks in it that is in turn 
overlain by a thick, variegated clay. Elsewhere, Member C consists of cross-bedded, 
fine, brown sand with ripple marks that is overlain by variegated red/green c Uiy. Membe r 
C also has thinnly laminations of clay and sand overlain by nodular clay conglomerate 
that is in turn covered by brown, fine-grained sand capped wi t h a c 1 ay un i t. Rapid late_r 
al lithologic changes of this type are characteristic of deltaic sedimentation and i rtdĵ  
cates the many subenvironments found in a delta. Occasionally, one can see an obvious 
deltaic sequence such as that at k/n 15 (Figs. 3» ^) · This clear example of prograda t i on 
strongly supports the interpretation of other sediments as having resulted from the 
shifting of various localized deltaic subenvironments. At km 15, the finely laminated 
clay is overlain by silt that is in turn overlain by trough cross-bedded fine sand that 
is topped by a thin clay unit. At km A5, the cross-bedded clay and sand overlain by 
uniform clay indicates repeated (probably seasonal) changes of sediment as would result 
from a delta front that was superceded by quiet-water deposition, A crevasse-splay is 
indicated at km 1 Ό by thick, cross-bedded sand an<> clay units. The divergent dips of 
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these units would be due to the fan-shape of the splay. Sand lenses in thick clay units 
(km 8 5 , km 144) could be interpreted as evidence for fluvial deposition were there not 
compelling evidence for deltaic deposition in the near vicinity. As such, and in view of 
the number and range of sizes that can be seen at one exposure, these sand units are in
terpreted as having been part of the delta plain o r , as at km 144, part of the series of 
distributary channels. 

At km 4 3 , the sequence indicates a prograding deltaic environment that was ad
vancing to the nothwest (approximately 315 degress, Fig. 2 , 3 ) . To the south of the Rio 
Acre, another prograding sequence is present but the direction of deposition is to the 
southeast (between 100 and 160 degress, Fig. 2 , see arrows). If the directions of these 
prograding deltas are even approximately accurate, then one of two explanations ispossj^ 
ble. Either two drainage systems were involved and the deltas bear no relation to each 
other, or they are part of one very large delta in which the sediments were fanning-out 
over a large depositional basin. It has been suggested that rivers in the Upper Amazon 
occupy the drainage channels of earlier, larger rivers (Almeida, 1975, in RADAMBRASIL, 
I 9 7 7 ) . If the present-day Rio Acre follows the course of an earlier Rio A c r e , then it 
also lies between the directional change of deltaic sediments as would have the ancient 
river. Because of this and the widespread uniformity and therefore probable lacustrine 
origin of Members A and B, we have built our model on the interpretation of a single, 
large delta. We propose that the uppermost sediments of the western part of the Amazon 
Basin are due to lacustrine deposition. Furthermore, this depositional environment in
cluded all or a major portion of the Amazon Basin. This enormous lake, here designated 
Lago Amazonas, is considered to have been a significant factor in the geomorphologica1 

and biological development of the Amazon Basin during the Late Ρ1eistocene and Hoiocene. 
The termination of the older river would have been at Rio Branco during the timeof depo 
sit ion of Member C. 

Member C has neither absolute nor relative age dates associated with i t beyond the 
fact that it is younger than Members A and B. Wood samples taken from Member A along 
the Rio Madre de Dios near Candelária, Bolivia, and on the Rio Acre near Bélgica, Peru, 
and near Rio Branco, Brazil, have yielded dates between 10 ,000 and 36,500 years (Camp
bell & Frailey, 1984 ; Campbell & Romero Pitmann, in manuscript). The proposed cycles of 
deposition and erosion that created members of the Inapari Formation in the Alto Acre 
(Campbell & Frailey, 1984) are refl ected i η sed iment changes that mark the contacts between 
the units near Rio Branco. No channels were seen in these lower units at Rio Branco. 
They were presumably not exposed to extensive erosion this far into the basin. 

Following the hypothesis of Kutzbach (1 9 8 1), Campbell £ Frailey (1984) proposed 
that the upper three members of the Madre de Dios (= Inapari) Formation are correlative 
to world climatic conditions during the Late Pleistocene and Holocene. If this is true, 
than the deposition of Member C may have begun as recently as 2800 years ago. The current 
tipographic expression of this region, and by extension nearly all of the upper Amazon, 
may therefore be very young. The ramifications of this temporal re-order i ng are stagger^ 
ing and extend into every field of Amazonian science. However, while certaiη ν i ews must 



either be modified or abandoned, other questions that have persistently evaded explana-

nation now have a theoretical answer. 

Fig. 2. The rivers and principle cities of the eastern half of the State of Acre. The 
TransAmazon Highway between Rio Branco and Sena Madureira (BR-364) is marked. 
Numbers indicate Kilometers north of the bridge at Igarapé São Francisco at the 
northern edge of Rio Branco and correspond to sections illustrated in Figures 
3 and 4. 
Kilometer 155 is the Fazenda Lula Locality. The two hollow arrows near Rio Bran
co indicate the general direction of progradation in deltaicsediments of Member 
C, Inapari/Solimões Formation. 



Fig. 3. Comparative litholofiies and interpretations of depositional environments found 
in Member C of the Inapari/Solimões Formation in the vicinity oí Rio Branco 
and Sena Madureira. Kilometer designations refer to distances north of Igara
pé São Francisco (Fig. 2) on the TransAmazon Highway. Vertical scale of the 
drawings is variable and given in parentheses after each Kilometer designation, 
Λ. Near Bujari, Km 15 (4 m ) ; Β. km A3 (2 m ) ; C. Km 45 (1.5 m ) ; D. K m 4 7 (2 m ) ; 
E. Km 85 0 0 m) ; F. Km 103 (10 m ) ; G. Km 143 (4 ™) ; Η, Km 144 (4 m) , approxi
mately 1 km southeast of the Kio Caete. 



Λ proposed Pleistocene/liolocene 
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Fig. 4. Photographs of Member C, lttap;<ri/Sal imõe.s Formation. A. Near Bu.inri, K m 15 
B, Km 43. C, Km 45. D. Km 47. Th-e strsuif nsphy of ihii-s? outcrops is de 
scribed in Figure 3. 



Implications of Lago Amazonas: Geology 

The presence of a large Tertiary lake or lakes, an estuary, or even a marine em-

bayment in the western part of the Amazon Basin is not an unusual concept and has been 

frequently mentioned in the scientific literature (Rüeqq & Rosenzweig, 1949; Oliveira, 

1956; Paula Couto, 1956; Sombroek, 1966 ; Sioli, 1968). This is, in fact, the usual explana 

tion for the exposed, horizontal clay units although apparently based on older, highly 

speculative work. Our observations over the upper Amazon Basin from the Rio Beni , Bol_i_ 

via, to the Rio Purus, Brasil, have convinced us that correlation of clearly defined, 

1 ithological 1y uniform strata is possible over considerable distances. That would be ex 

pected as a result of large-scale lacustrine deposition and not from a series of cut-off 

meanders. Furthermore, this lacustrine deposition if of Late Pleistocene/Holocene age. 

Irion ( 1 9 7 6 , 1984) suggests a depositional pattern for the lower Amazon of relatively 

large, temporary lakes during the Pleistocene and Holocene due to changing sea level. We 

are basically in agreement with his evidence yet suggest a much larger body of water and, 

at least in the upper Amazon, tectonic control of the depositional basin. Other evidence 

for late Holocene flooding, and perhaps a continuous lake, cames from a series of lakes 

in the upper Amazon basin of Ecuador at elevations between 300-700m (Colinvaux, et a l . , 

I985) . Certainly, radically different environments of deposition are indicated for a 

great portion of the Amazon Basin in the recent past. 

According to current thinking, the rising Andes blocked the drainage stsyems that 

extended westward from the Guiana and Brazilian highlands (Beurlen, 1970; Putzer, 1984, 

and others). During the Miocene and Pliocene, sediments from these systems and from the 

Andes accumalated in the region of the Upper Amazon. At some time, an out let to the sea 

formed in the present location of the lower Amazon River. With downcutting through the 

exposed Precambrian rocks, the lakes of the upper Amazon were emptied and the present-

day Amazon drainage was formed. It is our feeling that the structural framework behind 

the deposition of the late Pleistocene and Holocene sediments of the Madre de Dios/SolJ^ 

mões Formation is similar to that proposed for the same strata when it was thought they 

were Late Tertiary in age. The strata simply are much younger and therefore the tectonic 

events are more recent. 

Interior basin formation as an extension of tectonism caused by converging plates 

has been suggested for Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic basins of western North America 

(Scholz et al., 1971; Dickinson, 1 9 7 6 ; Cross & Pllger Jr., 1 9 7 8 ) . Subsi dence and sed irrent 

accumulation during the Cretaceous, for example, occurred in stages and exceed the res

ponse predicted from sediment loading alone (Cross ε Pílger Jr., 1978). Cross & Pilger 
suggest that shallow plate subduction (Fig. 5A) rather than sediment loading was the 
cause of subsidence in the interior of North America during the Cretaceous. Furthermore, 
they suggest that the upper Amazon Basin is a modern analogue of shallow plate sub
duction. The recent identification of volcanic lakes in the Amazon Basin of Ecuador 
(Colinvaux et al., 1985), is an argument for this hypothesis. Another possible tectonic 
mechanism is isostatic adjustment to the additional load of telescoped thrust sheets in 



an "Andean-type" converging boundary (Fig. 5B; Price, 1^73; D i ckinson , 1 976) . This meclma 
πism is in accord with basin location, wedge-shape of the sediments, and intermittent 
depositional activity in the Niobrara Sea and the Amazon Basin. However, although this 
mechanism is postulated for depression in the upper Amazon Basin, the extent of basin 
depression is not thought to have produced an inland seaway equivalent to the Niobrara 
Sea, For concordance with the hypothesis of Lago Amazonas, the on)y needed modification 
is an increased rate of depression that at t imé s exceeded sed i men tat i on, The resu I t v.oul d 
be a freshwater body of water that occupied the central Andean foreland basin at various 
times during the Late Cenozoic. Either hypothesis, shallow plate subduction or thrust 
sheet downwarping, is acceptable frcm our viewpoint. The critical factor is a reasonable 
tectonic mechanism that could have created a down-warped basin in an area that was an 
extremely low gradient and receives large volumes of precipitation and run-off. 

Applying the concept of a foreland basin, deposition in the An'azon Bas i π i s 1 i nked 
to the uplift of the Andes. The process of rr.oun ta i n-bu i 1 d i ng in the Andes has not 
proceeded steadily but rather occurred in stages with long periods of quiesence between 
periods of active tectonism (Noble et al ,, 197 1!). The last of these postulated episodes 
of tectonism occurred from the Middle Miocene through the Pliocene. It is this episode 
that we correlate with the deposition of the Tertiary red beds. The lack of a complete 
temporal sequenci.- is therefore a result of non-deposition during a time of relative qui 
escence (as for example, tfie absence of strata oetvteen the Late Miocene "red beds" and 
the Late Pleistocene Madre de Dios/So1imòes Formation). The overlying Madre de Dios/So 

1imoes Formation would represent a later period of activity (Late Pleistocene and Holo

cene). During this last period of uplift, we propose that sediments fiI 1ed t he fore I and 

basin of the upper Amazon from large rivers that lay in the upper valleysof the prç.sçnt 

day Amazon tributaries. The current period of relative quiescence and erosion rather 

than deposition in the Amazon Basin, may not be the advent of a post-tectonιc phase, but 
may instead mark a quiet interlude in a larger episode. 

Sediments also entered the basin from the Brazilian highlands to the east. At 
Esperanza Falls, approximately 30 km below Riberalta, Boi iνia, theRiο Beni passes through 
a series of falls created by exposed Precambrian rocks of the Β raz i 1 i an Shie1 d . Here too, 
and extending westward toward Riberalta, js a thick conglomerate at the base of the Madre 
de D i os/Sol linoes Formation. Dy its s t ra t i graph i c position, th i s cong 1 omerate won 1 d seem 
to be the same as the Acre Conglomerate Member, but that is not so. Unlike the Acre Con_ 
glomerate, this conn. 1 operate cornsists of fragments of the shield, Clast size reaches 30 

cm at Esperan2a Falls and diminishes to the east. Approxima te 1y 1 5 km east of the falls, 
the conglomerate is no longer separable from finer sediments of the Madre de Dios/Soli-
rnões Formation, Apparently, during the Late Pleistocene, the foreland bas i π of the upper 
Amazon was significantly downwarped and sediments entered both from the east and Lhe west, 

There presumably was an eastern margin to this great inland lake although we have 
seen no direct evidence other than the cong 1 operate that orΐginated near Eeperanza Fal 1 s . 
The elevation of the eastern margin of the upper Amazon basin may not have been higher 
than it is today, but need only have been higher than the downwarped upper Amazon, The 



eastern margin may have been located at the Iquitos A r c h , the Purus A r c h , o r the Gurupá 
Horst. In that same order, the depositional basin during the Late Cenozoic could have 
included only the Acre Subbasin, the Acre Subbasin and the Upper Amazon Subbasin, or 
these two and the Middle Amazon Subbasin (Fig. 6, names of structural arches and sub-
basins follows Biggarella, 1 9 7 3 ) . Based on the thick wedge of sediments proposed by Β içj 

garella (1973) and the relatively thin and horizontal upper strata i η the mi d d l e a n d lower 
Amazonian subbasins, we suggest that Lago Amazonas existed primarily in the upper two 
subbasins. The apparent continuity of Cenozoic strata throughout these three subbasins 
(Fig. 7) suggests that at times the eastern margin of the Amazonian foreland may have 
extended much farther east and perhaps as far as the Gurupá Horst. If this is true, then 
all of the present-day Amazon Basin was a single depositional environment (lacustrine) 
and the Madre de Dios/Solimoes Formation may extend from the base of the Andes to the 
mouth of the Amazon (Fig. 8 ) . The correlation of oscillatory floodplains in the lower 
basin with glacial-eustatic floodplains found on passive coasts iη other continents (Klam 
mer, 1984) , indicates that the lower basin was responding to worldwide sea-level changes. 
Although the level of hypothesized Lago Amazonas would have fluctuated with changes in 
world glaciation, it cannot be clearly shown whether trrracing in the lower basin is 
responding to osci1 I ating sea-level (ultimate base Ievel) or osci11 ating 1 ake 1evel (tempo 
rary base level). In our mod e l , we propose a large, continuous depositional basin from 
the base of the Andes to the Gurupá Horst. Accordingly, much of th isarea (but not nece^ 
sarily a l l , or all at one time) was covered by a vast l a k e w i t h l a r g e o s c i l l a t i o n s in lake 
level indicated by the different lithologies of Members A, B, and C iη the Madre de Dios/ 
Solimões Formation (recent observations by P r o f 3 Rosalie Benchimo 1 of the Universidade 

Federal do Amazonas indicate that these members, and therefore the lake oscillations 

that we suggest caused them, did not extend far into the upper Amazon Basin, personal 

communication, 1 1 . 2 9 . 8 7 ) . The major downwarping occurred at the base of the Andes. Here, 

too, occurred the greatest accumulation of sediments and perhaps the most stable lake 

conditions. Eastern basinal deposition is likely to have been more influenced by sedi

ments that originated from the exposed shield than by events along the western coast of 

South America. Therefore, sediment type as well as thickness of the units can be ex-

Dected tft change as the s t r a t a a r e traced eastward across the Amazonian subbasins. 

Under the Lago Amazonas model , the end of the most recent phase of active tectonism 

brought an end to downwarping. Sediments ceased to pour into the foreland basin of the 

Upper Amazon, and isostatic adjustment lifted the basinal sed iments to theircurrent ele-

vations (between 220 and 260 m ) . The newly developed drainage systems carved the undu

lating topography that is seen over the upper Amazon Basin. 

One further, and considerable, difference between the proposed Amazon Basin of the 

recent past and that of today, is the location of the basin's outlet to the s e a . The 

extraordinary size of the lower Amazon River and the great vai I ey t h i s r i v e r has seemingly 

carved through the shield rocks cause one to think tha t the present locat i on of the lower 

Amazon River is as ancient as the river itself. However, several o t h e r factors, both 

geomorphic and biologic, indicate a northern outlet through the Orinoco Valley that has 



only recently ceased to be the primary outlet. Indeed, this connection in not yet fully 
severed. The Orinoco and the Rio Negro are connected throughout the year across the 
Caslquiare Canal. During each year, seasonal differences in rainfall causes water flow 
from the Orinoco to the Rio Negro or just the reverse (Lowe-McConnel, 1975, p. 73)· This 
unusual, if not unique, connection between two major water systems may have formed by 
the normal process of headward erosion in both the Orinoco and Rio Negro. However, it 
seems unlikely that such a connection would long remain as a geomorphic feature even con 
sidering the tremendous rainfall this area receives. The Casiqu i a re Cana 1 , in the context 
of a downwarping western edge of the Amazon Basin, may be seen a s a lingerinq connection 
between a northern outlet that has ceased to be the primary outlet as it too adjusts to 
isostatic uplift (a hypothesis further supported by biogeography) , However, the presence 
of a large deep-sea fan off the mouth of the Amazon River, the Amazon Cone, indicates 
that an Orinoco outlet was not the only drainage outlet during the LateCenozoic (Damuth 
E. Kumar, 1975; Kronberg et al . , 1986). We suggest that the drainage outlet oscillated 
between the Orinoco and lower Amazon valleys in correspondence with active downwarping 
of the upper Amazon Basin, During phases of active tectonism in the central Andes, the 
foreland basin of the upper Amazon would have been forn«d and Lago Amazonas would have 
drained through a likewise lowered Orinoco valley. During phases of relative tectonic 
quiescence, as at present, isostacy may have tilted the bowl of the Amazon Basin to the 
east until the eastern outlet was breeched and Lago Amazonas collapsed. 

A 

Pie- 5 Contrasting theories on the f o r m a t i o n of a f o r e l a n d basin. Λ. Foreland b.isni 
caused by a shallovly subducted plate (redrawn fruto CroEH jnd Pilfer, lc)R2) . 
Β. Foreland basin caused by isostatic adjustment u> a backarc f o l d-tbrust bel t 
(redrawn from Dickinson, Ϊ97-6). Arrows inflirate ;;ui^ idenco in the foreland 
basin. 



Fig. 6. The locations οϊ significant arches and sub-basins in the Amazon Basin (modified 
from Bigarella, 1973). Sub-basins (from west to east): A, Acre; U, Upper, M, 
Middle; M B , Marajó. Structural arches (from west to east): I, Iquitos, P, Pu-
rus; G , Gurupa. 

Implications of Lago Amazonas: Biogeography 
Certain biogeographic aspects of the Orinoco and Amazon basins al so support a prevj_ 

ous connection between these two valleys. For example, the oeteoo 1 oss i d f i sh appear unable 
to extend their ranges upriver beyond rapids (Goulding, 1980.). Yet the osteoglossids 
occur in both the tributaries of the Amazon (below the rapids) and in the Orinoco River 
(above the rapids). In the framework of a northward drainage of the Amazon Basin, this 
would not violate Goulding's hypothetical barrier to osteoglossid range extension. Those 
osteoglossids above the rapids of the Orinoco may be part of a once continuous range 
that extended northward from the Amazon Basin. 

More direct evidence comes from a recently completed study of the fossil mollusks 
of the Amazon Basin (Nuttal, personal communication). The fossil m o H u s k s of the Amazon 
are apparently more closely related to those of the Caribbean than to those the Pacific 
Ocean. This too indicates an extensive-former connection between the Amazon and Orinoco 
drainage systems and a Caribbean drainage outlet. 

Other zoogeographic aspects of Amazonian fish relate to the hypothesis of Lago Ama 
zonas. Several species of small Amazonian fish are confined to the upper extents of 
tributary streams on the periphery of the basin and are not found in the Amazon River 
itself (Géry, 1964, 1984). Under the existing river pattern, the existence of the same 
species in small rivers on opposite sides of the main channel require either migration 
across the mouth of the Amazon River or channel-hopping (leaving no intervening popula
tions) along the base of the Andes (Fig. 9A). Both routes are unlikely for small fish, 
as Gery, realized, but no alternative is possible if the modern drainage was established 
in the Early Cenozoic. A third possibility is that these populations represent a relic 
tual distributions from recently widespread lake populations of these species (Fig. 9B). 
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Fig. 7. Geological cross-section of the Amazon Basin (modified from Bigarella, 1973). 

Stippling indicates the youngest unit that is generally considered to be Terti_ 
ary. A thin veneer of horizontal, Quaternary sediments overlies these Terti
ary sediments. Sub-basins (from west to east): A , Acre; U , Upper; M. Middle; 
M B , Marajó. Structural arches (from west to east): I, Iquitos; P, Puru» G, 
Gurupá. 

Fig. 8. A reconstruction of Lago Amazonas with a northern outlet through the Orinoco 
Valley. Lake margin is drawn on the 500 ft. (152.4 m) contour line. 

Fig. 9. A. Hypothesized paths of range extensions in some Amazon i an fishes (from Géry, 
1964). Β. A reduced Lago Amazonas, drawn on the 100 m contour line, with h y 
pothesized relictual distribution of lake fish in '.he newly formed river 
channels, 



Normal vicariance biogeography can then be called upon to explain the disjunct distri
butions of small Amazonian fish. 

The diversity of Amazonian fishes provides additional support for the former ex
istence of a vast freshwater lake over the whole of the Amazon Basin. The great numberof 
species (over 2400) is far greater than typical for a river system and inv ite comparison 
to the diversity of cichlid fishes in the great lakes of East Africa (Lowe-McConnel1, 
1975). The opportunity for resource partitioning ίη anenduring, stable environment such 
as a lake is a ready explanation for species diversity and has been documented in the 
fossil record (Smith, 1975)· Also in Smith (1975)> the return to river conditions was 
followed by a radical drop in species diversity. Species abundance among Amazon ian f i sh 
may represent lacustrine resource partitioning that has not adjusted to riverine condi
tions due to the recency of this change. Perhaps this explanation has not been applied 
to the question of Amazonian diversity because of the extraordinary dimensions of the 
hypothetical lake. It seems as probable an explanation as those that propose speciation 
under current conditions of Amazonian drainage (Lowe-McConnel1, 1975; Sal o et al.,1986). 

Species diversity of fishes in the Orinoco and Amazon basins contrasts sharply with 
diversity in the nearby Magdalena River of Colombia (Lundberg et a l . , 1986). Although 
previous taxonomic similarity followed by extirpation in the Magdalena River may be a 
factor as Lundberg et a l . , 1986, suggested, this lack of diversity may a I so be exp1 ained 
if the Magdalena River never developed diversity equal to that of the larger systems due 
to different geologic histories. This second explanation seems more in accord with the 
information presented by Weitzman & Fink (1985) on endemism of xenurobryconiη fish in 
the Magdalena and Amazon basins. 

The zoogeographic implications of a large lake in the Amazon Basin during the Late 
Pleistocene and much of the Holocene are of course profound. The seemi ngl y d i sjunct ranges 
of the same or closely allied species that are difficult to explain due to present-day 
geomorphic features have been noted and commen ted upon by numerous researchers . For example, 
the centripetal migration of primates and flora from the peripheral highlands into the 
interior of the Amazon Basin (and the recency of that event) are discussed by Camp (1952) 
and Hershkovitz (1972) . The extension of ranges and subsequent isolation due to the 
development of a large drainage system following the collapse of Lago Amazonas is a new 
interpretation for these observations. 

In recent years, the Tropical Forest Refugia Model of Haffer (I969> 1974) and Van 
zolini δ Williams (1970) has been a mode! for biological studies in the Amazon (Duell-
man, 1979; and Prance, 1982). Until the discovery of the young age of the Amazon ian sedi 
ments, it was the only comprehensive and plausible explanation for zoogeograph ic distri 
butions. Under this model, as the forest retreated and fragmented before the expanding 
plains (presumably during the dry periods that corresponded to the glacial advances in 
the northern hemisphere), the forest taxa were isolated. The resultant a 11opatric speci 
ation lingers as contiguous range boundaries among species of a now reunited forest. 



The forest rebuff i o «ooel is elegant in i t* logic yet docs leavr soir.c n....-.c ioiv. 
unanswered. For example, it seems most applicable to terrestrial animals and plants. 
Veltzmsn £ Weitzman (19^2) spec i F i ca 1 I y addressed the question of the re fug i urn mode 1 U i e 

Amazonian fish distribution. In v:hiL they stressed was an aa r 1 y ΐ t udy of t h i s fc i nd , they 
could find no clear relationship between hypothes i zed forest refugia and distributions 
of Forest-resiricted fish. Nor does the model allow for tht likely occurrence, of c o n i-
dor forests along the margins of the presumed stable drainage pattern. In fact, although 
the hypothetical refugia are variously placed by different authors, t h* n'ajorl ty are. 
situated in the upper reaches of the tributary streams at e I üvat ions between $ϋΰ and I ODD 
feet (Fit], II). That is the the location and elevation of rhe hypothesiJed deltaic 
sediments of 2one C in the Madre de Dins/£oI imoes Formation as seen in the vicinity of 
filo Branco, Using the lower figure (500 feet, approximately 15• m) to reconstruct the 
margins of a grual lai;e, most of the proposed refugia can be accommodated along the lake 
border (Fig. 1 1 ) . 

The: forest refugia model is further challenged I r, that pa lyno logical sampling of 
one presumed re fugi urn in Ecuador gavi; evidence for a montane, Andean forest, between 
26,00.(1 years b,p. (Kam-biu £ Col invaux, 19^5)- In this case, hypothesized lago Amazo
nas and altitudínal depression of the Andean flora, together, may have di srupted the rain 
forest- in the western Amazon Basin, 

Recent papers have suggested that habitat diversity and disturbance due to flood-
plain conditions provide a more parsimonious explanation of Amazonian- diversity and dis_ 
tri but ions (Ra^sa^nen, Sala ε Kalliols, 1907; Col invaux, 1967). Although floodplain dis 
turbance in a mature landscape cannot be denied under present conditions and is plausible 
for the recent past, these papers do not address the remarkable patterns of Amazonian d i s 
tributions that provoked the formulation and ready acceptance of the rafugihim inodel. 

The theories of Forest refugia and Lago Amazonas are not incompatible. A n integral 
part of the refugis model is the widespread presence of a plains biota in the Amazon 
Basin (and supported by pa lynoSogicel studies such as that of Absy ε van der Haimnen, 
1976). Grasslands could have btr.n present during lake level oscillations, or, if the 
collapse of Lago Amazonas w a * as rapid as suggested by the recent age of the sediments, 
normal ecological succession would havs produced a vast grassland that then quickly sue 
cuiraned to the climax forest. 

An Interesting addition to this discussion is that Amazonian 1inguis1ic home 1 ands, 
like forest refugia, are placed on the periphery of the Amazon Basin and appear to sup
port the refugi uni model (Heggar^., 1979; Higliazza, 19&2) . Migration of language types 
(and peopie) into the interior of the Amazon is hypothesized to be very recent, between 
ZOUO and Ί500 years ago (Fig, ID). Furthermore, hypothesized paths of migration in the 
central basin after 2000 years ago more closely follows the main drainage of the Amazon 
River as v»uld be expected if the drainage became established only after this time. The 
very young dates for the linguistic migrations correspond to hypoihesized ages yiven to 
Zone C of the Hadre de Díos/Sol imões Formation (Campbell ε Frailey, l9oM. That date was 
;reated to conform wi th Ifolocene climatic events (described by V !endland 6 Bryscn, \3~!b\ 

; .ι i I et al -



Fairbridge, 1 9 7 6 ) . The long absence of language in the central portion of the Amazon 
Basin is less easily explained by the refugia model than by cur lake model. The suggested 
ages for the entrance of certain linguistic patterns into the Amazon Basin therefore 
serve as an independent test of proposed geological events in the Holocene and for the 
extremely young age of Zone C. 

Fig. 10. A. Areas postulated by Vanzolini (solid black lines) and Haffer (dashed lines) 
as having been forest refuges during the Pleistocene (from Vuilleumier, 1971. 
B. Location of Lago Amazonas relative to the forest refuges. The hypothesi
zed lake or marsh in southeastern Bolivia is drawn here following Wolff, et 
al. (in manuscript). 

Fig. 11. Language centers and hypothetical dispersal routes of Amazonian languages(fron 
Migliazza, 1982). A. Dispersal routes prior to 2000 years ago with Lago Ama
zonas present. Β. Dispersal routes after 2000 years ago. 



SYNTHESIS 

The recent presence of a large freshwater lake in the Amazon Basin is supported 
by geologic and biogeographic data. In the vicinity of Rio Branco, Brazil, the current 
drainage systems are incised through the softer Late PIeistocene/Holocene sediments to 
the level of the Late Miocene clays. The formations! narres applied to exposed strata 
in western Amazonia are difficult to reconcile with our interpretation of the presence 
of two formations, the upper formation having at least four members. As the upper for
mation is the more fully exposed of the tv;o, it surely has been the basis for format ional 
descriptions in western Amazonia, The nair:es Inapari Formation ( i π Sol i ν i a) and Sol imScs 
Formation (in Brazil) can be restricted to the upper stratum and, in so dorng,jrost accu 
rately retain the original designations. The lower stratum pay be refferable to a 
previously named formation, but that cannot be determined unt i 1 the type sect ions of those 
formations have been visited. 

Deltaic sediflsnts near the city of Rio Branco indicate that the «nodorn course of 
the Rio Acre formed as a great inland lake diminished in size. The hypothetical lake is 
called Lago Amazonas in this paper. The channel system roved progres 5 i vel y into the basin 
perhaps as recently as 2500 years B.P. This is hypothesized a s a mode! for al 1 Amazonian 
drainage. An additional change of grand proportions is that the eastern outlet of the 
Amazon may be a recent development. An earlier nothern outlet through the Orinoco Val
ley, still partially open, may have been lost to stream capture as the drainage turned 
eastward. The opening of the present-day mouth of the Amazon River may have caused the 
Holocene collapse of Lago Amazonas. Then too, it may been only one more consequence of 
upward isostatic adjustment in the western part of the Amazon Basin as Andean tectonism 
and basin sedimentation subsided. If sedimentation in the Amazon Dasin is linked to 
Andean tectonism as a foreland basin, Amazonian sed i n-.en ts that can be faun i s C rC'at 1 y dated 
are another check of dates given for tectonic activity. As such, fossil vertebrates in 
Amazonian sediments indicate tectonic activity in the LatcMiocene (Huayquer 1 an) and Lale 
Pleistocene and Holocene (35,000 to approximately 2500 years B.P.). 

Finally, the geologic evidence offers an alternative to the Tropical Forest Refu
gia Model. Disjunct distributions of terrestrial species may have orIginated in pockets 
of tropical forest that were isolated along the marg i ns of a great lake and not as remnants 
of forest amid plains. This model is additionally persuasive in that the diversity find 
zoogeography af Amazonian fishes, and not only the terrestrial biota, are readily ex
plained. Under this model, the tremendous diversity reflects the species richness of a 
lacustrine environment that has not adjustated to riverine conditions. In this context, 
marginal basin fish populations can be viewed as reiicts Of ofice continuous populations 
rather than as miracles of migration. 

The recent presence of a large lake in the Amazon Basin i s conce i va b I IÜ f rem several 
lines of reasoning. Nonetheless, the unor/uity of ι h Γ 5 geologic feature reou i rus for 
its acceptance 3 radical alteration of current thinking on both events and tin*:. This 
paper cannot attempt to exhaust the ramifications of this hypothesis nor can we answer 



all contradictory evidence. However, widespread correlation of thick, very young sedi 

ments in the upper Amazon Basin grows ever more incontrovertible and must be incorporated 

into future studies of the geology, biology, and anthropology of the Amazon Basin. 
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RESUMO 

A grande distribuição geográfica das unidades estAotigrãficas do Pleistoceno supe

rior e Holoce.no na parte ocidental da Bacia Amazônica foi notada e descrita em vários es_ 

tudos. 0 reconhecimento de sedimentação deltaica na pafit.e superior destas unidades, nat> 

proximidades de Rio Branco - Acne., Brasil, em altitude moderna de 160 metros, permite a 

conclusão de que esta área situou-Se not marge.no de um grande Lago que deve ter existi

do no passado geológico recente, quando movimentos tectÔnlcoS na CordilheÁAa dos Andes 

causaram ativo rebaixamento da borda ocidental da Bacia Amazônica. As ramificações áa 

hipótese, deste "Lago Amazonas" tem prolongamentos nos estudos atuais da geologia e bio_ 

logia da região Amazônica. 
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